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A Shaggy Dog Story is a plot with a high level of build-up and complicating action, only to be resolved with an anti-climactical or ironic
reversal that makes the entire story meaningless. The term comes from a type of joke that worked the same way â€” a basic premise, a
long amount of buildup, and a delibrately underwhelming punchline. An example would be this jokeÂ This time, he ignored a few things
in the Privacy Statement and finished registering. Then he opened his email, waiting for the confirmation message and anxious to inquire
about the best, ultimate, funniest shaggy dog story. But the message never came. Unbeknownst to him, the sticky keys left an error in
his email address, so the message went to someone else. . One classic shaggy dog story involves a man named Hugh who is out to
stop a couple of monks from growing flowers for money: "Remember Hugh, and only Hugh, can prevent florist friars." . #convoluted
#anecdote #tale #shaggy-dog #shaggy dog #pun #double entendre #motto #spoonerism #cliche #twist ending #fractured fairy tale
#groaner. by al-in-chgo March 13, 2010. 20. 4. Get a shaggy dog story mug for your girlfriend Julia. 2. Shaggy dog storyunknown. A
joke, usually long, with a silly premise, often involving talking animals. Named for a classic joke involving a lost shaggy dog. Punch
Shaggy Dog Story was dedicated to the BBC's comedy output. It featured various comedians and comic actors (some in character,
others as themselves) telling a long-winded shaggy dog story, beginning off with Ronnie Corbett in his trademark armchair, who is most
famously known for telling such stories on The Two Ronnies. â€¦ Despite the fact that the stories are frequently highly unlikely (or even
completely impossible), Pilkington appears to genuinely believe what he is saying. These interruptions and confrontations often turn
Monkey News into a sort of collaborative shaggy dog story.Â Pastis will often employ a shaggy dog story, using a great amount of
dialogue to spin an elaborate yarn often resolved with a character's unforeseen death or near death.

